Structure and evolution of the promoter regions of the DQA genes.
HLA-DQ antigens are unique among the class II antigens in that their alpha chains are highly polymorphic. In the present study, we characterized the general structure of the promoter regions of the DQA genes derived from different DR haplotypes and defined their nucleotide sequence polymorphisms. The promoter of each DQA1 allele contains three sequence motifs which are not present in non-DQA related class II genes: one identical to a tumor necrosis factor (TNF alpha) response element, one similar to an NF kappa B binding element, and one similar to a W motif. All DQA alleles lack TATA and CCAAT boxes in the proximal promoter region but carry other sequence elements characteristic of MHC class II genes, including S, X, X2, and Y boxes, and a pyrimidine-rich tract upstream of the X box. Nucleotide sequence polymorphisms among the various DQA1 alleles were noted within the promoter region, with some of the differences mapping within, or close to, regulatory elements that are important for the expression of MHC class II genes. All DQA1 alleles carry an unrearranged, full length, Alu-Sx related repeat immediately upstream of the proximal promoter region. This repeat was not present in the DQA2 (DXA) genes analyzed, confirming that DQ locus duplication probably occurred before integration of the Alu repeat into the primordial DQA1 locus, some 31-43 million years (myr) ago. The DQA2 promoter region is highly conserved between DR4 and DR3 haplotypes, with the degree of conservation exceeding that expected from the neutral mutation rate.